Memory effectors: a potent, IL-4-secreting helper T cell population that develops in vivo after restimulation with antigen.
Resting CD4+ memory T cells from the spleens of mice primed more than 6 wk earlier with KLH in adjuvant produce IL-2 and IL-3, but only low levels of IL-4 and IFN-gamma, and undetectable IL-5 after specific restimulation in vitro. In contrast, when previously primed mice are boosted by i.v. injection of soluble KLH, a CD4+ T cell population develops in the spleen that can produce greatly increased levels of IL-4, and variably increased IL-2, IFN-gamma, and/or IL-3. The ability of these memory effector Th cells to be restimulated to secrete cytokines is maximal by 3 days after in vivo boosting with Ag, and declines rapidly thereafter. Memory effector Th are induced in the spleens of KLH-primed mice that have been depleted of precursor T cells by thymectomy more than 25 wk previously, suggesting that they are derived from a memory T cell population. Cell separation on the basis of CD45RB or MEL-14, surface markers that are down-regulated on memory CD4+ cells, indicates that memory effector Th are in the CD45RBlo and MEL-14- subsets of CD4+ T cells. The frequency of KLH-specific splenic CD4+ T cells with the capacity to secrete cytokines in limiting dilution cultures is very low in unprimed mice (1/3 x 10(4) to 1/9 x 10(4)), but increases as much as 50-fold after priming. IL-2, but not IL-4, can be detected in the supernatants of stimulated unprimed CD4+ T cells. Both IL-2- and IL-4-producing cells are readily detected after priming, and frequencies of IL-2-secreting cells (1/250 to 1/4000) are up to ninefold greater than those for IL-4 secreting cells. Boosting elicits variable (two to eightfold) increases in the frequencies of both IL-2- and IL-4-producing CD4+ T cells. However, high IL-4 titers associated with memory effector Th function can be obtained when significant frequency changes are not detected after boosting. The data suggest that reactivation of resting memory Th in vivo induces their differentiation into effector Th with the capacity to secrete much higher levels of IL-4. Although the capacity to produce high levels of IL-4 is associated with both primary and memory CD4+ effector populations, memory effector Th are the higher producers.(ABSTRACT TRUNCATED AT 400 WORDS)